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FCA Safety Update
FCA Safety Call Updates: Slides and Next Call
Slides from February’s Call on Electrical Exposures
Slides from last month’s FCA Safety Call on combating electrical exposures are 
available. Click here to access.

Next FCA Safety Call: Tuesday, March 23 at 2 PM CT
The next FCA Safety Call will focus on Incident Investigations and Continuous 
Improvement. Our FCA Safety expert and community will discuss how incident 
investigations can tell more than just what happened and who’s at fault. 
Investigations can help safety teams improve every facet of their work! See 
below for login details.

Login Link: https://zoom.us/j/5886265641

Join by Phone (U.S.): (646) 558-8656 or (669) 900-6833

Join by Phone (Canada): (647) 558-0588

Access Code: 588-626-5641

You’re Not Alone - Understanding Bipolar Disorder
FCA International is working with Bob Swanson, a loss survivor and one of 
FCA’s founding fathers, to provide signatory contractors information and 
resources to help them understand that there could be members of their own 
organizations struggling with mental health, how they can recognize those 
individuals’ challenges and how they can help. Read on for an excerpt from 
Bob’s blog.

According to the Mayo Clinic, “Bipolar disorder, formerly called manic 
depression, is a mental health condition that causes extreme mood swings 
that include emotional highs (mania or hypomania) and lows (depression).” 
Episodes of mood swings may occur rarely or multiple times a year. Bipolar 
disorder can occur at any age, but the average age of onset is 25.... Click here
to read the full blog.

PPE Focus: Head Protection
Head protection is a key piece of 

many employers’ required personal 
protective equipment (PPE), and 

rightly so. The devastation caused by 
head injuries, even seemingly 

insignificant ones, is profound.…

Read More -->

Lock Out/Tag Out
Lockout/Tagout, or Control of 
Hazardous Energy (29 CFR 

1910.147), is an OSHA regulation 
implemented to protect maintenance 

and service workers in the 
performance of their duties. It 

specifically addresses hazards that 
could injure employees from…

Read More -->
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SAFETY BULLETIN

The Downstream Cost 
of Work-Related Injuries

Understanding the downstream costs of a work-
related injury prepares organizations for the full 
gravity of the situation and highlights the 
importance of proper safety procedures to avoid 
injuries where possible…

Read More -->

Four Tips for Updating 
Your Safety Manuals

Safety Manuals need to remain relevant to 
continue playing a critical role for employees. 
Letting details and codes become outdated leads 
to confusion in the workplace and accidents on 
the job. This means an organization’s safety 
manual needs to be opened, reviewed, and 
updated annually…

Read More -->
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